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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0008006A1] 1. An interior light-fitting comprising a symmetrical, wide-angle channel reflector for, a fluorescent lamp arranged in the plane
of symmetry of the channel reflector, comprising two parabolic side reflectors whose respective main radiation paths cross the plane of symmetry,
two top reflectors whose respective main radiation paths each lie on that side of the plane of symmetry that the respective top reflector lies, the
outer edges of the top reflectors and the upper edges of the side reflectors lie above the lower horizontal plane of tangency to the fluorescent lamp,
characterized in that the main axis (H1, H1') of each side reflector (1, 1') forms an angle beta with the vertical (E) having a value of between 30
degrees and 45 degrees, in particular of 40 degrees, the focal length of the side reflectors (1, 1') being given by the quotient of half the diameter
(D) of the fluorescent lamp (3) and the sine of the scattering angle (alpha=, which lies between 7 degrees and 18 degrees, the top reflectors (2, 2')
each having the shape of a parabola whose main axis forms an angle with respect to the vertical (E) having a value of between 25 degrees and 45
degrees, in particular of 30 degrees, the outer edge (21, 21') of each top reflector (2, 2') lying on a path from the centre of the fluorescent lamp (3) to
a respective upper edge (11, 11') of the adjacent side reflector, by which it is reflected past the lamp, the focal length (S2, S2') of the parabola of the
top reflectors (2, 2') being selected such that at least 80 % of the beams from the centre of the fluorescent lamp (3) and are reflected past the lamp
by a side reflector (2, 2') emerge from the interior light-fitting without further reflection, and the focal points (F1, F2) of the parabolas of the top and
side reflectors (1, 1' ; 2, 2') all coinciding at the centre (M) of the fluorescent lamp (3).
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